
 Attribute Symbol Cards

 A collection of objects that 
vary in shape, colour, size 
and thickness, plus a group 
of objects that are obviously 
only a few, e.g. three toy 
goats, and a group of 
objects that are obviously 
many, e.g. a basket of 
pebbles or shells

 A doll or teddy

10–15 minutes

CRACK THE CODE

Oral version of ‘As Round as a Plate’: Play the same game as the first one in the previous session (M1), but this 
time only orally to make it more challenging. Instead of putting out a physical object, describe the required 
property verbally, e.g. What can be as short as a pencil? What can be as square as a Post-it note? and so on.

Library of Symbols: Place your collection of objects on the table and discuss with your child the physical 
properties that help distinguish them. Make sure you include the following vocabulary: 

The colours, the shapes, big, small, thick, thin, wide, narrow, one, few and many.

After the discussion, put the objects out of sight. Now spread out the cut-up set of Attribute Symbol Cards on 
the table and explain to your child that each card symbolises or stands for one thing that we could say about an 
object. Show them the Attribute Symbol Cards that represent the colours. Ask if they can guess what each 
stands for. Repeat for the Attribute Symbol Cards representing shape. If your child finds this difficult, go 
systematically through all the colour and shape cards before attempting the more ambiguous symbols 
representing size and quantity.

Once your child has grasped the concept of the colour and shape cards, move onto having them guess which 
Attribute Symbol Card represents ‘big’ and which ‘small’, which represents ‘thick’ and which ‘thin’, and which 
‘wide’ and which ‘narrow’. Finally, have them guess which Attribute Symbol Cards represent ‘one’, which a ‘few’ 
and which ‘many’.

Then play, in turns with your child, showing one or more symbol cards so that the other person has to guess 
what object it represents, from the collection of ones you just discussed. Repeat with a few different objects. 

Your child can name different objects that share the same property.
Your child can name the properties symbolised by each Attribute Symbol Card.

To practise encoding and decoding the physical properties of objects
To establish appropriate connections between objects and conventional symbols
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Explain to your child that their teddy/doll was listening to you both talking and playing, but they are feeling a bit 
confused. Ask your child to give the teddy/doll a few examples, by showing them a real object and the symbol 
cards that represent it. Help your child choose a few appropriate objects and the matching symbol cards, and to 
explain them to their teddy/doll (see example in the photo above).

M2

The first game here can be a 
great one for the car, as it’s 
100% oral and there are so 

many possibilities.
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Cut out each of the Attribute Symbol Cards separately. The attribute/adjective is named only for your use before you cut them out, to avoid any confusion!

Green Blue Red

Yellow Wide Narrow
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Cut out each of the Attribute Symbol Cards separately.

One Few Many

Thick Thin Big
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Cut out each of the Attribute Symbol Cards separately.

Small Triangle Oval

Circle Rectangle Square
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